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Beginning with the subject of the practical application, hour 7, side B, the class handouts of
1990 and 1991 can be used as reference points. These handouts include the class booklet, The
Gospel of St. John in the Light of Christian Science and the diagram, The Structure of the
Gospel of St. John (The fourfold calculus of the one Being).

1-A

1-B

2-A

2-B

Introduction: the state of the world today. The global crisis impelled by the
Christ-ideal is positive, as it pushes us into the new paradigm.

PARAMETERS FOR CONSIDERING THE EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE:

1. the parameter for determining the material evolution of
the universe

2. the parameter of the Bible story and S&H
 the 7,000-year periods

3. the parameter of religion and Science
 The great religions popping up around 500 B.C., an

axis in world history
 the Greek philosophers trying to wed religion and

philosophy
 the Renaissance
 the separation of religion (Church) and Science

4. the parameter focusing on Spirit alone

5. the parameter of Biblical prophecies which bear on our
time

6. the parameter of ordered development from the mortal to
the spiritual calculus

 the Old Testament from Genesis to Ezekiel, which
brought about a new axis in world history. Through
use of the fourfold spiritual calculus, Moses brought
the children of Israel out of captivity
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3-A

3-B

 Zachariah shows the 4 orders
 Daniel proves the four are right
 the New Testament accents the fourfold calculus,

through the 4 Gospels, Apostles, Epistles, Revelation
 S&H also presents the 4 x 4 matrix
 bridge from “St. John” and S&H

…continued
 individual development reflects the universal way of

spiritual development

4-A 7. the parameter of the history of CS itself

 Mrs. Eddy stated the Science
 Doorly explained the categories
 implications, methods: what we can do with these tools:

open the Bible, open the Textbook, open the world
— unlock the universe and the future

4-B

5-B

…continued
 with the definition of God we can interpret the Bible,

S&H, the world, and can handle evil scientifically.
This is changing history.

THE PROLOGUE

The Logos from the Gospel of St. John: W, X, Xty, Sc
 definitions of Logos vs. Science

Side note: investigation of matter, material evolution (in
world’s biggest accelerator in Geneva)

the arrow of analysis:
 what is the ordering Principle of the universe?
 what is matter, the material universe?
 what is life in matter, material life?
 what is consciousness?

5-B …continued
 scientists find the dematerialization of matter to forces,

to symmetries, to philosophical ideas. Therefore there
is a metaphysical transcendental background, divine
Mind, which is both cause and effect. Eddy: “What is
the form of the new birth?” “It is symmetrical”.

the arrow of evolution: today we begin to see there is a
spiritual Principle of evolution which causes the
loosening of the restraints of matter, and going forward to
Spirit. Mind brings forth the order of Spirit.
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6-A …continued
 evolution is the reorganizing of Being
 it may be seen as crises, but is not negative

The Gaia Theory: seeing our planet as a holistic self-regulating
system, in constant balance in spite of change, of crises

The Anthropic Principle: a principle directed toward the
dignity of man

The Science of Chaos: chaos is a higher order of which we are
unaware

The Butterfly Effect: a little cause can bring forth a big effect

6-B …continued
 therefore, use your consciousness and it will gather force

and break the bonds of materialism

The Logos: is teleological, telefinalistic. These other
movements (after World War II) were in line with the Logos,
the Prologue, showing that there is only a spiritual monistic
universe, no dualism.

Training to think in categories: a shorthand form of thinking
big, thus reducing the infinite to simplicity.

 flowing an idea through the categories of Being

7-A THE STRUCTURE OF THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN

 structure enables one to grasp the deep message and
line of reasoning, which cannot be done with linear
reasoning.

 St. John presents Jesus the Christ as a fourfold
calculus

7-B …continued
The Practical Application of the fourfold calculus, as given in the
Science-order. What do the four mean?

(follow the large diagram of the class handout for 1991)

Part I W: Li and So

8-A …continued
 X: T and Sp; Xty: Lo and M; Sc: P
 meaning of T and Lo: Sc/aCS

…continued

8-B OVERVIEW OF THE SPECIFIC OFFICES/IMPACTS OF T AND LO
On the W: Li and So; the X: T and Sp; Xty: Lo and M; and Sc: P

 flow of the T tone alone (aCS) as it impacts the four: T
reveals, translates, resolves error, maintains man intact.
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8-B CONT.  flow of the Love tone alone (aCS as it fulfils the W: enforces,
universal acceptance; unites all; consummates its plan

 view of T and Lo in S&H. “Recapitulation” vs. view in
“St. John”

 this structural view of the text shows how to ponder
spiritual things.

9-A

9-B

…continued
 flow of the T and of Lo tones/aCS through

W/X/Xty/Sc (as shown in the diagram in underlined
epitomes)
…continued

 recap the flow

10-A

10-B

BUILDING A BRIDGE FROM “ST. JOHN” TO “S&H”

 translating the language of “St. John” to the
symbolism of S&H (as in the 8 underlined epitomes)

 explanation of the underlined epitomes through the
non-underlined epitomes, the subtones

 flowing through the W: T and Lo/Li and So: M, Sp, So
…continued

11-A

11-B

12-A

12-B

13-A

THE SCIENTIFIC HIERARCHICAL ORDER ENABLES ONE
TO GRASP A SUBJECT

 but we must also ponder the tonality until it resounds
in us

 St. John shows the Sc of Xty – Jesus as example
 the X-idea being born to us today is the divine infinite

calculus
 flowing through the tonality of T and Lo/W/X

…continued: T and Lo, Xty/Sc
 recap the underlined epitomes (T and Lo/W) to see the

meaning
…continued

Part II: the X: T: W/X/Xty/Sc

 side note: In CS we are the quaternity of God
 recap of T with subtones

Lo: W
…continued

X/Xty/Sc

Part III: Xty: T: W/X/Xty/Sc

Lo: W/X/Xty/Sc
…continued
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13-A CONT.

13-B
14-A

Part IV: Sc: T: W/X/Xty/Sc

Lo: W/X
…continued
Xty/Sc

14-B

15-A

PART I: to give the finer mesh, further explanation
W: T – with the subtones: (how we give birth to the Son of God)

– flowing through M: M/M/ – M/Lo
W/X: – M/M – M/Lo: – (to show how the W expresses itself)
W/Xty: – M/M – M/Lo: – (to show the nature of man)
W/Sc: – M – Lo: – (to show that there is only one Being)

15-B

 the more complex the net is the more we can see of infinity. The
use of epitomes makes us independent of a text.

 the flow of Spirit: (to show the full reflection of Spirit: M – Lo,
taking in also the counterfeits

 the flow of Soul: (to show that the son of God is a fourfold calculus,
is idea):
– W: M – Lo
– X: M – Lo

16-A

16-B

PART II: Sc/X: T and Sp – introduction to wedding the W to the X
 T: W/X/Xty/Sc

– practicality of wedding the W to the X

17-A
17-B

…continued
…continued the X-matrix from the viewpoint of T
 note on the two translations
 note on divine Mind-reading vs. mortal mind reading

 recap wedding the W and the X

18-A

18-B

– …continued the X-matrix from viewpoint of T (with sub-sub
epitomes from page 27 of the 1990 class booklet)

– the X-translation continued

19-A
19-B

– discourse on healing, the healing power of T
 the X-matrix from viewpoint of T (continued)

20-A
20-B

 theory and practice one
 …continued

21-A

21-B

 the Gospel of St. John gives the statement of treatment in Part III
— from the standpoint of T

 Mrs. Eddy gives the explanation in S&H:
– through handling evil specifically on the level of CS
– …handling evil continued (as in S&H)

22-A
22-B

– …continued
– …continued: flowing through the inverted W-order and

annihilating the counterfeits
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23-A
23-B

24-A

 Doorly’s method of healing
…continued, the 7 steps

 development from the standpoint of T to the standpoint of Lo
 parallel development in Doorly’s experience, to the standpoint of

oneness: 1930 – 1950

24-B

25-A

25-B

26-A

PART III: Sc/Xty: Lo and M (Lo): Flow to bring out oneness:
Lo and M — Love: Xty/W; Xty/X; Xty/Xty
With sub sub-epitomes as on page 28 of the 1990
class booklet

Xty/Sc
– flowing the way of understanding: W/X/Xty/Sc
– recap Sc/Xty/X: W/X/Xty/Sc

PART III: Lo and M (Lo)
– the ontological way to oneness
– recap the Xty-matrix (Lo)

(students should now rely on their own understanding. Mrs.
Eddy’s admonition on spiritual evolution of the individual and the
church)

– Xty/Xty

– Xty/Xty/Sc: showing the cybernetic feedback law
– recap the flow of Xty/Xty
– Xty/Xty/Sc on the four levels
– recap Part III (Lo)

PART IV: Sc/Sc – P (T)
(See epitomes on class handout, there are no sub-sub epitomes)

 how we can reduce the whole diagram to the four
1. what is the calculus?
2. how the calculus operates
3. the demonstration of the calculus
4. the interpretation of the calculus

 from the viewpoint of man: the four steps
1. revelation of the Son of God
2. application of the Son of God brings out the son of man
3. the whole generic man, not subject to error
4. man as the compound idea, always intact

26-B

SUMMARY: Christian Science is the world, not just a method of healing
 arrow of analysis
 arrow of evolution
 what evolution has brought forth in the spiritual realm
 a spiritual Principle, spiritual Science
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ABBREVIATIONS

M, Sp, So, P, Li, T, Lo = Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love.

W, X, Xty, Sc = Word, Christ, Christianity, Science.

Sc, dSc, aCS, CS = Science, divine Science, absolute Christian Science, Christian Science

W/W, W/X, etc. = Word as Word, Word as Christ, etc.

S&H = Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, by Mary Baker Eddy
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Recordings by Max Kappeler:
F-4: The Gospel of St. John in the Light of Christian Science, 1990, 28 hours
F-5: The Practical Implications of the Spiritual Structure of the Gospel of St. John, 1991, 26 hours
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